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ABSTRACT: In transactional database mining high and efficient type of utility itemset plays major role to analysis the 

properties of the profits in the transaction. Several number of the algorithm have  been proposed in earlier work to analysis the 

results of mined database in the larger transactional database ,in recent work they occurs the problem of the generation of 

candidate itemsets for high utility itemsets in database. It degrades the performance of the system in terms of the execution time 

and memory space occupancy in database. In order to solve the problem of the mining high utility itemset in the transaction 

database and the educational database, in this paper presents an novel software based tree algorithm such as systolic tree 

algorithm, it becomes faster than the frequent pattern and utility pattern algorithm for high dataset .The proposed algorithm 

calculate the weight values to each and every generated rules in the association rule mining. The weight values of each and 

every item in the database are automatically calculated based on the automatic weight estimation methods it becomes complex 

in order to overcome these problem in this work use an artificial bee colony based optimization algorithm to derive weight 

values of the each items s it is assign the weight values based on the count and sequence values of the item in the transactional 

database and the medical database. The performance of the proposed systolic tree algorithm for high utility itemset mined 

results is compared with the earlier methods such as UP-Growth and UPGrowth+ methods in terms of the parameters like time, 

memory space, runtime for each and every number of transaction and educational dataset. 

Index Terms: Candidate pruning, Systolic tree, frequent itemset, high utility itemset, utility mining, data mining, artificial bee 

colony algorithm (ABC), swarm intelligence methods 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Data mining is the process of mining illuminating non-trivial, formerly extraordinary and potentially valuable information 

beginning large databases. Mining useful and valuable patterns from larger database plays an imperative role in the several number 

of the datamining  task such as pattern mining of  frequent itemset in the, larger transactional database ,weighted frequent pattern 

mining and utility mining itemset for pattern mining , frequent itemset generation of the candidate values based on the association 

rule mining methods like apriori [1], [2],  it has major issues since it takes long time to execution of the multiple database scans 
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and creates more number of candidate itemsets for larger dataset ,it is  overcome by creation of the FP growth [3-6] algorithm by 

reducing the number  of steps by creation of  prefix-tree without taking into the account of candidate itemset results ,but it has two 

major issues such as it considers all  the items as same by assignment of the weight values equally and, each item in the transaction 

database appears in the binary (0/1) form, i.e., either current or lacking.  

 

The major objective of the frequent itemset mining is to discover the frequently occurred itemset results in the transaction database 

and educational database without consideration of the weight values to each itemset in transactional database.  Though, capacity 

and mass are important for deal with real globe assessment harms that need make best use of the effectiveness in an association. In 

earlier work Yao et al [7-8] developed a novel a structure designed for mining high utility itemset.  It enhances the results of high 

utility itemset mining results. Two Phase algorithm also proposed by    Liu et al. [9] to extract high utility itemsets, with a 

transaction weighted utility (TWU) assess to reduce the exploration break. Their algorithm is appropriate designed for thin data 

sets through short patterns. 

 

Mining high utility itemsets beginning superior databases is referred as discovering the frequent itemsets through elevated profits. 

At this point, the significance of itemset effectiveness is interestingness, significance or effectiveness of an item to user. It mines 

high utility of itemset from larger database and it is used in larger area of the applications such as website relate to stream 

investigation [10], commerce encouragement in procession hypermarkets, cross-marketing in put on the market provisions [11], 

online e-commerce administration, mobile business location development [11] and smooth judgment significant prototype in 

biomedical purpose [5].  Occurrence is not adequate to respond question, such as whether an itemset is extremely cost-effective, or 

whether an itemset has a well-built force. In order to solve these problems propose an utility mining algorithm to solve the problem 

of mining high utility itemset in the larger database, the major objective of this paper is to mine high utility itemset in the 

transactional database based on the use of the systolic tree algorithm, it becomes faster than the existing utility itemset results since 

it takes the weight values for each and every items in the dataset based on the count and occurrence values of the data. 

 

In this work the weight values of the items is generated using Artificial bee colony optimization algorithm (ABC) ,If the counts 

value of the items is high is  considered as most important items for pattern mining with high utility and less number of scans only 

required for each itemset in the transactional database  ,the running time of the STA takes less time when compare to existing tree 

algorithm .The performance accuracy of the proposed system is high with less number of memory space occupied and more faster 

than the earlier methods for educational dataset and other types of the larger dataset also, in the following section discuss about the 

detail of the existing pattern mining algorithm for itemset mining and drawbacks of the algorithm ,section 3 discuss detail about 

the proposed STA and major contribution of the work ,section 4 analysis the results of the proposed and existing methods with 

frequent itemset mining results and finally concludes the work in section 5 and their remarks or issues also mentioned in the 

section 5.  

 

2. BACKGROUND STUDY 

In recent years several number of the works such as  [1], [2] propose an association rule mining apriori algorithm to solve the 

frequent itemset problem in the candidate itemset generation phase for transactional database, but it doesn’t solve the problem to 

reduce the number of scan for each itemset mining in the transactional database scans. Since for each and every scan it requires to 

keep existing itemset as same for each generation of the candidate if the frequent itemset becomes larger it becomes hard to scan 

the larger database frequent itemset and so on. 

 

This above mentioned problem is solved by using frequent pattern growth algorithm in [3] without consideration of the candidate 

generation for each and every scanning of the process in the larger transactional database, since for entire database it need or wants 

only two scans, in order to reduce the complexity of the FP growth algorithm the FP-array [4] system was anticipated to decrease 

the FP-tree traversals and it professionally workings particularly in sparse datasets. In order to measure the results of the proposed 

FP tree based on the measure h-confidence [13] was to categorize well-built maintain similarity frequent patterns. A number of 

additional investigate [14], [15], has been completed intended for frequent pattern mining. 

 

The number of the mined itemset can be shared between one user to another user in the transaction database based on the itemset 

sharing methods in earlier years. It consists of information about the frequency level of the items or count value of the each item in 
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the transaction database .The share value of the each item in the transaction database is defined as the percentage value for each 

item in the itemset or mined pattern results. In this work the author uses a support measures to demonstrate and provides the 

information of the each item in the itemset that relates to each transaction database, they use an heuristic based optimization 

methods to discover the number of the frequent itemset along with distribute values which is greater than the specified threshold 

value for each item in the database or dataset   

 

Top most k number of the frequent itemset patterns with high utility patterns also mined in the earlier work [12] for different types 

of the transaction patterns in the educational and transactional database, medical database with different levels of the patients with 

the same disease affected by each patients in the dataset will have different levels of effectiveness. The existing work cannot use 

the downward closure property and it performs pruning methods to remove irrelevant itemsets in the database. The detailed 

explanation of the utility itemset mining is mentioned in the [17] with mining with expected utility (MEU) to decide whether an 

itemset should be well thought-out as a contestant itemset or not . The number of itemset becomes large it becomes complex to 

analysis and generates the candidate patterns for larger transactional database .These problem is solved by using the methods such 

as  UMining and UMining H [18], to compute the elevated effectiveness patterns.  

 

In this method the UMining, is one of the pruning method to reduce the number of frequent itemset patterns in the dataset based on 

the utility upper bound property. UMining H is another pruning methods based on the threshold value from heuristic method. On 

the other hand, a number of high usefulness itemsets may possibly be inaccurately reduce through their heuristic method. 

Furthermore, these methods do not assure the descending conclusion belongings of Apriori, and consequently, miscalculate 

moreover many patterns. They furthermore suffer from unnecessary candidate generations results for each frequent itemset and 

produces poor utility mined itemset results. 

 

CTU-Mine [19] anticipated to solve the difficulty of the utility itemset mining problem all the way through the use of the specific 

partition trees. The isolated items discarding strategy (IIDS) [20] designed for determine high effectiveness itemsets be developed 

to reduce the number of irrelevant patterns in the dataset for each and every scan of the process in the transaction itemset. It shows 

that the proposed system have better itemset mining results with reduced memory space and more time complexity than the 

existing itemset mined results .It mines frequent itemset results based on the calculation of the frequency values to each items in 

the transaction database with calculation of the profit value for each items also in transaction section. Though, their algorithms still 

go through level-wise candidate set creation, and necessitate numerous database examinations. 

 

3. DATA PROPOSED SYSTOLIC TREE WITH ABC BASED PATTERN MINING ALGORITHM METHODOLOGY  

Utility mining plays major imperative role in the itemset mining results in the data mining applications such as web transaction 

database, educational data mining and medical databases etc, mining high usefulness of the data corresponds to improve the 

market profit results of the each organization .At this point, the importance of itemset usefulness is interestingness, significance, or 

effectiveness of an item to customer. It consists of two major objectives to perform mining task for transaction database such as  

 The significance of distinctive items, which is named external utility. 

 The significance of items in business, which is named as internal utility.  

 

It is defined based the above mentioned two characteristic properties. In earlier work propose a two itemset mining algorithm to 

find high utility itemset in the transactional databases. Frequent itemsets mining the occurrence is not adequate to respond 

question, such as whether an itemset is extremely cost-effective, or whether an itemset has a well-built force. In order to solve 

these problems propose a utility mining algorithm to solve the problem of mining high utility itemset in the larger database. 

 

The major aim of this algorithm is to improve the utility itemset mining results for quicker for  large transaction dataset using 

systolic tree algorithm with automatic weight generation values from ABC. In order to perform this process the user interface are 

created using the JAVA based implementation for larger database . The design of the user interface must satisfy the user 

functionality and their elements are performed accurately for all the database information. 

 

A new systolic tree-based move toward to extract frequent item sets in the transaction database with frequently purchased items in 

the database .The size of the tree must be small so it can be divided the transaction database into small number of the transaction to 
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accurately mine the itemset in the database .The mining speed of the proposed STA-ABC are high since the weight values of the 

each and every items in the database are created based on the procedure of ABC with count values are calculated to each items in 

the database for each number of the frequent patterns .  

 

In this work presents a systolic tree algorithm to improve the accuracy results of the frequent itemset mining results when compare 

to existing frequent itemset mining results. It calculates the weight values automatically based on the request counts and the 

sequence value for each item in the transactional database. Automatic assignment of the weight values becomes more challenge in 

the existing work in order to overcome these problems in this work presents an Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) based optimization 

algorithm to calculate weight values for each item in the transaction database. Systolic tree is the collection of pipelined processing 

elements (PE) in a multidimensional tree pattern. The position of the systolic tree as plan in FPGA hardware is subsequently 

equivalent to the FP-tree as second-hand in software. The transaction items are simplified addicted in the direction of the systolic 

tree through candidate item matching and count up update operations.  

 

It is used to arrange the candidate itemset based on the frequency values for each itemset in the transaction database. Appropriate 

to the imperfect dimension of the systolic tree, a transactional database should be predictable addicted to less important ones every 

one of which can be extract in professionally. The responsibility of the systolic tree as illustration in FPGA hardware is then 

equivalent to the FP-tree as second-hand in software. The prescribed description of FP-tree can be established in complementary. 

 

The propose law of the WRITE form algorithm is with the intention of the developed systolic tree must contain a comparable 

explain through the FP-tree specified the identical transactional database. After a number of clock cycle, the systolic tree launch 

the support calculation of the applicant sample backside to the software. The software evaluates the support count through the 

support based threshold value and makes a decision whether the candidate pattern is recurrent or not. After each and every one of 

the candidate pattern are checkered through the support based threshold value in the software finally efficient pattern mining 

algorithm.  

 

In ABC algorithm [21-22], there are three types of the bees plays major important role to make a decision or solve the problems 

such a colony of bees are : employed bees, onlookers and scouts. In this paper initially the frequency and count values of the each 

item with randomly generated weight values is considered as bees .Initially the half of the frequent itemset in the transaction with 

weight values is considered employed artificial bees and the other half of the half of the frequent itemset in the transaction with 

weight values is considered onlooker bees. The total number of selected frequent itemset weight values is equal to the number of 

the best randomly generated weight values food sources around the hive. The result of the onlooker bees is abandoned through the 

scout bees if the utility mining results is not achieved within the maximum number of iteration stage in the ABC procedure ,or else 

it is kept as same ,the values of the current frequent itemset weight values are search the next best weight values by updating the 

location of the each population value in the ABC algorithm through position update formula .In first step the weight value of the 

each and every transaction itemset are randomly create a  population through size of the population  SN solution       

             . 

After initialization of the weight value then perform the automatic weight generation process based on the Bee procedure with 

maximum number of the iterations stage                   An employed bee produces a weight updating results based on the 

occurrence and count values of the items in the frequent itemset is considered as fitness values in this paper. If the fitness value of 

the current created weight value is higher than the earlier one weight value for same frequent itemset the currently generated 

weight value is considered as best weight value for each item in the transaction database ,or else kept earlier weight as best value 

in the memory of the ABC results ,update their position value in the employee bee stage ,then these results are sent to onlooker bee 

stage then highest probability value are calculated to each employee bee generated weight value based on the dance area and 

checks  location of  each  weight values the probability value of them each  item  with weight values     , calculated by the 

following expression : 

   
    

∑     
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where      is the fitness value of  each weight value for each items i which is proportional  to the  automatic weight value 

generation results ,the  best  weight values are stored in the memory, based the following expression, 

                     

where                  and                 are randomly chosen indexes. Although   is determined indiscriminately, 

it have to be dissimilar from i.     is a indiscriminate amount among [-1, 1]. It manages the assembly of neighbour provisions 

source approximately   .  If the value of the parameter is not exceeding in the threshold then it is selected as best weight value 

generation then it is used for itemset mining. If the particular results are not until the maximum number of the iterations specified 

in the ABC method then current position value is moved to next state which is controlled by the parameter called limit designed for 

rejection. This process be able to be distinct as in, 

  
 
     

 
               

 
     

 
  

In this work each and every bee is considered as weight values of the each items ,best candidate bee value are found based on the 

position values of the each bee with their velocity values assigned to each bee and it can be compared with previous bee weight 

values in the earlier results .If the current weight value of the frequent itemset is mined the best utility pattern results or equal to 

the best results it is replaced with earlier weight value results in the bee food source position ,or else kept the elderly generated 

weight values as same in the bee memory ,then greedy selection process is performed between the earlier generated weight value 

for frequent itemset and currently generated weight value to each frequent itemset in the transaction database ,it perform the ABC 

process based on the four parameters like total number of the weight values population (bee size ) (SN), the limit value to control 

the searching process of weight value generation  limit, the maximum cycle number (MCN) to complete the weight generation 

process in ABC.  Detailed pseudo-code of the ABC algorithm is given below: 

1: Initialize the population of solutions                        

2: Evaluate the population 

3: cycle=1 

4: repeat 

5: Produce new solutions     for the employed bees by using  and evaluate them 

6: Apply the greedy selection process  

7: Calculate the probability values     for the solutions     

8: Produce the new solutions     for the onlookers from the solutions     selected depending on     and evaluate them 

9: Apply the greedy selection process 

10: Determine the abandoned solution for the scout, if exists, and replace it with a new randomly produced solution        

11: Memorize the best solution achieved so far 

12: cycle=cycle+1 

13: until cycle=MCN 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

To assess the performance of our existing and proposed STA-ABC based tree algorithm have been done to several number of real 

and synthetically generated datasets.  The Proposed algorithm accuracy is compared with existing methods with the parameter 

such as running time of the results is measured based on the minimum utility threshold value in the dataset . Next, show the results 

of the efficiency of the proposed and existing FP and FP++  .The sample utility mining results of the FP++ and the proposed STA-

ABC based tree mining algorithm transaction frequent itemset results are illustrated in the following screen such as Figure 

1,Figure 2 for existing and proposed methods . 

 

 
Figure 1:Mined High Utility itemset results for FP growth 

 
Figure 2: Mined High Utility itemset results for STA-ABC  growth 

 

The running time comparison results of the proposed STA-ABC and the existing FP,FP++ growth mining algorithm results are 

shown in the figure 3,it shows that the proposed STA-ABC have less running time when compare to existing methods, candidate 

generation  results of the proposed and existing method are shown in Figure 4 ,it shows that proposed STA-ABC have less 

candidate generation results . 
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Figure 3: Running time comparison results of the methods 

 

Figure 4: Candidate generation comparison results of the methods 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

In this paper presents a novel efficient frequent itemset mining based on the creation of systolic tree with automatic weight 

generation .The automatic weight generation process use an frequency and count values of the items in the transaction, weight 

values are automatically generated for each items using artificial bee colony (ABC) optimization algorithm for mining the high 

utility of the itemset for each number of the items in the transaction database. The tree structure the items values of each 

information are stored in the data structure for each frequent itemset ,best weight are determined using ABC and thus improves the 

itemset mining results in the larger transactional database. The proposed system overcomes the problem of the overestimation and 

underestimation utility problem for each utility mining. Results show that the proposed STA-ABC have higher utility mining 

results than the existing FP growth and UP growth algorithm in terms of the execution time and memory space through reducing 

the number of irrelevant candidate frequent itemset patterns in the database. Wide-ranging performance investigation shows with 

the intention of our tree structures are extremely well-organized designed for interactive high utility pattern mining and they go 

one better than the existing algorithms. 
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